
Quest ions 

.Karat aka gave the islkoming regression dataret to Dananaka t 10),(, 201 3,A 
There the frst entzy in ancd puir is the input ansd the wond ie the mtput huther, 
Karat ata instrurtad Dananaka to emphy the gener ative KlE tegteaain aet up ANr 
training, Danan aka claimns that the ntistad label with the traind vdel at * ia 
- Dananakas claim e 

datad m tde gven nmuten", wule pnw.ing ustti uhwn n the w wiaw 
1.5 Marks 

2. Cusider the folkwing stochastic optimisation prubie: 

Bf,w), 
There sa random rarable baring sone ixed, yet unkrown, distribution and f 

R R R is a giren function. Let dezote the gradient of f at (", u), 

() 

here g : R° x R R. Let the update step at the iteration in the general SGD 
algorithm ior solving (1) be s*E-, where ra is ar instantiation of a random 
direction R. Lei I1 denote the random variable denoting the (random) iterate of tho 
Tariabie at ihe k** iteration ie., sl is an instantiation of X), Then, the only technical 
condition on the random diraction R is given by the exprssion: 

Fl bian* urth en espressicn orBy tnvoinng one or mere of the follounng (repr-
ition allowed): (i) common math symbols ike equality set-belongs-to, addition, 
espectatiorn/conditon.ad-ezpeciation etc., (a) *, () r, (bo) R, (v) * (i) « (vii) 
9: () go, () W, (=) u. 1 Mark] If samples for W are u, Wm, theu, few 
specifc ways for defining the random direction R were taught to you in the lecture. 
Instantiations of bwo diferent Ri are: r= (t) and 

' teh 

[ Again, for fling these two blanks, you are allowed io use only the symbols al-
lowed for the prevrous blank. Additionally, you may use some or all of w,,n 
0.5Mark+1 Mark.] 

3. Consider a regression problem where input space, * = R, and output space, ) =R, and 

the model set-up is the generative linear regression taught in lecture. Let p'(r, y) denote 
the underlying concept relating the inputs and labels and f* be the correspouding Bayes 
optimal The object that is modelled in this set-up is x_ lFll in this blank 
uith either P'(. v) or p"(v/=) or f". (0.25Mark)}}. This object is modelled using the 

Auyo 
the riàme of one of the models taught in this course. (0.25Mark)]. The stochastic 
optimization problem defining the "best" parameter of this model is given by: 

e 

model [[Fill in this blank with a proper noun, which is 

epore-tal 

fershesl 2 

















































































































































































































































































































































































































































































Your ezpression must be a simplified erpression in terms of the (specific) param-
eters of the model. No marks will be given if a general stochastic optimization 
problem is uritten or if written uwithout simplification. 3/4 Mark]]. Let the training 

dataset be D = {(z1, 1),...,(m, ym)}. While the above stochastic optimization prob-
lem can be solved using SGD, the optimization problem corresponding to the Stochastic 

Average Approximation (SAA) can be written as: 

270 = 
[Your erpression must be a simplified erpression in terms of the (specific) param-
eters of the model and elements of D. 3/4 Mark). Now, say the training set is 
actually D = {(3,3), (2, 0), (-1,-1), (0,2)}. Then, as per Murphy's book, the optimal 

solution for the above optimization problem is given by: 

S 

,5 2.5 
[Fl the blank with equation(s) uhere LHS denotes the parameter and RHS is the 
optimal estimate of it, written in terms of decimal numbers, 1 Mark]]. The Bayes 

optimal corresponding to the above parameter estimate is given by: 

ic)=0.6 z+ 0.4 

Pil these two blanks with decimal numbers. 1 Mark]] 

4. Consider the 3-class classification training dataset: 

={-1,),(-0.5,8), (0,),(1,8s).(25).,5)} 
Let's employ the Bayes classifier setup with tied variance, o?. Let 1, Ha, s denote the 
means of the class conditionals of 3, t,S respectively. Recall that the MLE problem 
always decouples into separate optimization problems wrt. the parameters of the class 
conditionals and the parameters of the label prior. For this dataset, the MLE based 
label prior estimate is (E) = Y>P(t) = 6,S) = 2 [[Fl these three blanks 
writh numbers using fractional notation. 0.5 Mark]. For this dataset, the MLE 

optimization problem rt to the parameters (j41, H2, #a, ) is: 

(A)l48-4)+41-4)+(-4.r6-4)}+6l arg max 
414243,o>0 

[Your enpression in the above blank must be specific to the given training data and 
simplified. 1 Mark|]. Solving for (i.e., eliminating) 1, H2, #a first gives the estimates 
for them as Ai = 0.7 a = 0, As =2. Then, solving for a gives estimate for 
it as &2 = 48 [[Fl these four blanks using decimal numbers. You can also use 
fractional notation for numbers. (0.5Mark+1Mark)]]. The corresponding prediction 

if g(4, 62,p) 
function is given by f(c)= {S if*2 h(4,0,f) where 

otherwise, 

LFl the above blanks with ezpressions involving the estimated prior and class 
conditional parameters. 1 Mark 
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5. Consider tho o-claso logiotic rogrenoion dot-up taught in lecturo. Hero, the exprenaion for ho nodol likelihood, p(v/®), in terma of tho parameter0 and the foaturo map io: 

1 Mark 
6. The key assumption that in unlque in nearent nelghbour claanifler sot-up, which is foun-dational in the theorem proving it'o aaymptotlc correctnemm ia: 

FG-it) LA() ala. ao in 

0.6 Mark 
7. With respect to k-NN models, statoment(a) BC,D, E is(are) false, and the remaining are(is) tru0: among the ones below, 

A. k-NN models are non-parametric. 
B. 1-NN classifier is guaranteed to achieve 0 generalization error, provided m > co. 
C. 1-NN classifier is guaranted to achieve 0 estimation error, provided m - 0o. 
D. k-NN models may suffer from the curse of dimensionalty, but are computationally attractive for high-dimensional data. 

E. k-NN models do not suffer from the curse of dimensionalty, but are computationally in-attractive for high-dimensional data. 

[[Fl the above blank with one or more of "A", "B°", "C", "D", "E". 1 Mark]]. 

8. Recall that a smoothing kernel needs to satisfy two technical conditions. Now, let 

1: R, , Na X R+,Ks R, be three valid smoothing kernels. Then, 
the statement "k^ defined by Ka(z) = K^(c)*2(«) is always a valid emoothing kernel" is 

FAL SE_ The statement "ks defined by Ks(t, y) = K1(*)«3(y) is always a valid smooth-
ing kernel" is 1KuE [Fll in these two blanks uith either «"TRUE" or "FALSE". 
Justify your answer in the boz below for the blanks you flled uith TRUB"]]: 

K) o, k()PoKFo)7o . |k()= k,)->) | 
S)K) 

[0.5 Mark] 
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